
EXTERIOR RESIN SOLUTIONS

EXTERIOR DURABILITY • DESIGN SOPHISTICATION

Lumishield EX™ was created specifically to meet the demands of outdoor projects for architects and 
designers while delivering the design sophistication consistent with the Lumicor brand. Formulated 
from exterior grade polycarbonate resin using 40% recycled content, this new application delivers high 
performance and design flexibility with exceptional aesthetics.  

Utilize Lumishield EX to meet the demands of your toughest projects from sound barriers and bus shelters 
to wind screens and carports. Engineered with the high impact strength, UV resistance and flammability 
performance necessary for exterior applications. 

Application | Bus Shelter
Décor | Mercer Black, Custom Scale



High Performance Resin

Lumishield EX has 130 times the impact strength of glass, 60 times the impact strength of acrylic and is surprisingly lightweight 
(half the weight of glass). Lumishield EX is easy to fabricate and install, saving time and money.

Lumishield EX is a tough, long lasting material that offers attractive protection in areas subject to high traffic, vandalism or burglary. 
Lumishield EX resin can withstand nature’s forces including severe wind, hail and snow. Lumishield EX resin even meets the 
stringent state mandates for hurricane resistant glazing materials.

Low Environmental Impact

Lumishield EX is made with 40% pre-consumer recycled 
content and qualifies for LEED MR Credit 4. Lumishield EX 
also qualifies for IEQ Credit 8.1 and 8.2 (daylight and views) 
and is fully recyclable.

Custom Design Solutions

You can specify Lumishield EX in any standard Spectrum™ 
color, or combine Spectrum colors to create a custom panel. 
Lumishield EX is also available in a variety of finishes to alter 
the panel’s aesthetics, durability and opacity. Lumicor can 
provide more than panels. Our complete design, engineering 
and fabrication services are ready to provide custom solutions 
to meet your unique design requirements.

Light Transmittance and Energy Efficiency

Lumishield EX resin allows the transmittance of up to 85%  
of visible light, making it an excellent glazing material for many 
exterior applications. Lumishield EX is four times more energy 
efficient than glass and is available in a variety of finishes to 
create varying degrees of translucency.

Building Codes

Lumishield EX resin meets the criteria for approved interior 
finishes and light transmitting materials as described in the 
2009 International Building Code®.

HIGH DESIGN AESTHETIC

Specify any standard Spectrum color, or combine to create unique custom colors. Add a finish and/or emboss to create  
eye-catching installations. With Lumicor’s complete design, engineering and fabrication services, we can provide custom  
solutions to meet your unique design requirements.

Standard Sizes
.236" x 48" x 96"    |    .472" x 48" x 96"

Available Décors

Spectrum
Spectrum by Lumicor is a proprietary color technology that 
can be added to any standard Lumicor product. The versatility 
of Spectrum makes it easy to add a wide range of translucent 
colors to your next project.

Orchid

Mimosa

Blush

Olive

Sunset

SeaglassHoneydew Agave

Lago Periwinkle

Olivewood Nutmeg Sahara

Mulberry Graphite Gunmetal

Calypso

Spice

Pacific

Sunflower

Santorini Cornflower

Lemon2Pomegranate

Available Add-ons

Opaque
Opaque is a specially designed backing that makes Lumicor 
panels non-transparent. Opaque is available in four neutral 
tones. Add Opaque to panels when no light transmittance is 
desired or to conceal substrates.

Finishes
Gloss, Matte, Brushed, Moiré, Satin, Sandstone, Frost and
Hi-Gloss (Hi-Gloss (HG) are available on Glacier, Graphic 
Prints and Hi-Res Digital only).

Emboss
Embosses add depth and patterns to a translucent surface. 
Patterns create an organic texture as the light passes through 
them, giving the people within a space an experience of light 
they have never had before.

Graphics
The Graphics collection celebrates a story of contrasts.  
Black versus white, bold versus delicate, traditional versus 
modern—these conflicts make these printed décors unique 
and dramatic focal points for any interior application.

Hi-Res Digital Print
Showcase premium imagery with bold, saturated color and 
crisp details. Digital Print panels are translucent, any white 
spaces in the imagery will be transparent.

Chrome
Chrome by Lumicor is a unique reflective surface that  
can be applied to Lumicor panels to add dimension  
and a sophisticated sparkle to any application.

White Cameo Dove Latte


